BLUETOOTH ENABLED HIGH SECURITY KEY STORAGE BOX

Minimise key holding issues and maximise operational efficiencies with the VPS SmartLockBox. The first commercial Bluetooth electronic key storage device featuring Level 2 police accreditation that puts you in complete control to provide access to keys or keycards for property inspections, contractors, facilities management or care worker home visits. Only authorised users gain access through their smartphone or with a code, without the need for a key handover.

Rated to LPS 1175 Security level 2 and police accredited, the VPS SmartLockBox provides an electronically sealed and secured way of storing keys, fobs and keycards outside access doors, reducing the code management security issues of mechanical key safes.

AT A GLANCE:
- Level 2 Police Accreditation – more secure than your front door
- Bluetooth and PIN code access for complete security
- Geo-Fencing enables recording of time accessed and attendance
- Lone-worker Protection for individual employee safety
- Track access through text notifications - provides peace of mind
- Flexibility – stores keys, fobs and cards
- In-App control from your smartphone
- VPS SmartLockBox Management Portal - Fully traceable and online management
- Easy to fit and install securely with 3 years' battery life for peace of mind
KEY BENEFITS

SAY GOODBYE TO KEY HANOVERS
- Maximise operational efficiencies and reduce key holding costs
- Maximise revenue from time-monitored response contracts – fastest responder has immediate access

REMAIN IN COMPLETE CONTROL
- Optimise asset management – track access and provide full control of VPS SmartLockBoxes and users from a dedicated web-based portal.

BLUETOOTH ACCESS FROM A SMARTPHONE APP
The patented technology of the VPS SmartLockBox utilises an easy to use smartphone app*, allowing access for authorised users only and removing the code management security issue of mechanical key safes. Smartphone access is provided via Bluetooth technology using a localised Bluetooth connection.

COMPLETE ACCESS FLEXIBILITY AND CONTROL – PERSONAL PIN CODES
Authorised users can also be granted access to a VPS SmartLockBox via their own smartphone or one-day code.

There is no need to share codes or carry lists for individual VPS SmartLockBox. Access to VPS SmartLockBoxes is fully traceable.

One-time access codes can also be generated for single or emergency access to a VPS SmartLockBox, providing superior flexibility and access whenever it is needed.

GEO-FENCING TECHNOLOGY – VISIBILITY OF ON-SITE ACCESS FOR COST EFFICIENCIES
The VPS SmartLockBox can additionally be provided with Geo-Fencing technology. This innovative feature helps authorised users return the keys before leaving the property. Alerts are provided should the authorised user leave the geo-fenced area without completing the ‘replace the key’ actions on the unit. Ideal for optimising contractor time management.

LONE-WORKER PROTECTION FOR MAXIMUM EMPLOYEE PROTECTION
Lone-Worker Protection is also additionally available through the app, providing alerts to safeguard workers at potential risk and helping to keep employees and contractors safe, offering an increased level of protection.

DEDICATED VPS SMART LOCKBOX WEB-BASED MANAGEMENT PORTAL
Have complete auditability – set up, monitor and control access to keys for property managers, contractors and maintenance teams.

See who has visited and receive text notifications when the VPS SmartLockBox has been accessed.

*The VPS SmartLockBox app can be downloaded from the iOS and Android Play Store.
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